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How do blocks of rock
inﬂuence canyon evolution?
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Large blocks of rock are common in steep
landscapes developed in a resistant lithology.
However, the inﬂuence of blocks on landscape
evolution is not well known. We developed a
hybrid discrete-continuum coupled numerical
model of hillslope and channel evolution in the
presence of blocks (BlockLab). This is the ﬁrst
model to account for the role of blocks in
channel hillslope evolution feedbacks (CHEFs),
allowing us to better model the evolution of
real landscapes.
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Fluvial incision:
-Modified shear stress rule

Continuum rules:
-Depth-dependent soil transport
q = -kSh*(1-e-H/h*)

ε = kb(τb-τc)a(1-fc)

-Depth-dependent soil production:
w = w 0e

-Basal shear stress with blocks
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τb = ρgHS/(1+σD)

Discrete rules:
-Blocks occupy a full model cell
-Constant block weathering
-Block release relief threshold
-Discrete block movement
v = εdx/D

where σD = CDβ2hbD/2λ2

Block rules:
-Block degradation
dD/dt = -kb((ρwgHS - τb) -τc)
-Blocks move according to force
balance
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BlockLab: A 2-D coupled channel-hillslope evolution model
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